
LOCAL AREA ATTRACTIONS: 

Recognized by UNESCO as a cultural treasure worthy of protection, the tombs of the Hue Kings  and  the  

city’s  stunning  Imperial Citadel retain the majesty and elegance of the Imperial Dynasty. The renown of 

the former Imperial Capital is born of much more than history and scenic beauty. Famed for the quality 

of its cuisine, artisanal handicrafts, education system and unique local aesthetic, Hue is known 

throughout Asia as a cultural treasure and a charming destination. 

 

The Imperial Citadel:  

Located in the centre of Hue City and in the North of Perfume River, the architectural system 

symbolizing the power of Nguyen dynasty remains magnificently despite of a number of upheavals and 

influence of time. That architectural system consists of the Imperial City, the Citadel and the Purple 

Forbidden City. These three works are well-matched on an axis from the South to the North. 

The Imperial City is surrounded by 4 walls with about 600m long each and 4 gates, one of which is Ngo 

Mon (Noon Gate), considered the symbol of the Citadel. This is the senior administrative zone under 

Nguyen Dynasty. Inside the Imperial city is the Forbidden Purple City- the place for royal habitation. 

 

Hue Royal Tombs:  

Six royal tombs are scattered across land to the south east of the citadel on the other side of the 

Perfume River and one on the same side. They are monuments to nine of the thirteen rulers of the 

Nguyen Dynasty, mostly built during the Emperor’s lifetime. Although designed individually, sometimes 

by the intended occupant himself, they share certain design conventions.  

Each Royal Tomb reflects the personality of the ruler. 4 of the tombs attract large numbers of visitors 

are Minh Mang Tomb, Tu Duc Tomb, Khai Dinh Tomb and Gia Long Tomb 

 

Thien Mu Pagoda: 

Built in 1601 between the Perfume River and a pine forest, the Thien Mu Pagoda ("Heavenly Lady 

Pagoda") is one of the oldest and prettiest religious buildings in the country. Among the many 

interesting artifacts housed at the complex is the car that took the monk Thich Quang Duc to his self-

immolation in 1963 Saigon. 

 

 

 



Hue Garden Houses:  

The Garden Houses are a unique feature of Hue. The houses are traditional, privately owned, and set in 

attractive formal gardens. Some have connections with the old Royal Imperial Court. Hue traditional 

architecture has long been close associated with the natural environment. The Garden Houses reflect 

this association. Each is highly individual - house and garden, people and scenery, plants, clouds and 

water co-exist and blend with each other in a harmonious context. 

Nearly all the Garden Houses have direct links with the Imperial Court. Some are descendents of royalty 

or mandarins, others received patronage from the royal family. Some famous Garden Houses in Hue are 

An Hien, Tha Om, Ngoc Son, Lac Tinh, Tinh Gia Vien, etc… 

  

“Ho Quyen” - Tiger Area:  

Ho Quyen was the arena where duels between elephants and tigers were arranged for the 

entertainment of the Emperor, the royal family and mandarins. Ho Quyen was built in 1830 on the south 

bank of the Perfume River and 4 km from the Citadel. It is a unique construction, open air and solidly 

built as a citadel. Picture attached 

Thanh Toan Bridge:  

Thanh Toan Tile-Roofed Bridge crosses a canal flowing from the beginning to the end of Thanh Toan 

village, Thuy Thanh Commune, Huong Thuy district at present. The village is about 8 km from Hue city 

on the eastward.  

The Tile-Roofed Thanh Toan is an arched wooden bridge, 17m long and 4m wide. On both sides of the 

bridge length are 2 rows of wooden flatforms and parapets for people to lean their backs. The bridge is 

roofed with tubes. A researcher into Vietnamese ancient aesthetics - Louis Bezacier - classified Thanh 

Toan a rare and the most aesthetically valuable bridge among those of Vietnam. Picture attached 


